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Overview
DMart is an Indian chain of hypermarkets in India founded by Radhakishan Damani in the year 2002
with its ﬁrst branch in Powai’s Hiranandani Gardens.
As of June 2020, it has 214 stores in 72 cities across 11 states & 1 Union Territory in India.
DMart is promoted by Avenue Supermarts Ltd. The company has its headquarters in Mumbai
having total of 7,713 permanent employees and 33,597 employees hired on contractual basis.
DMart is a One-Stop Supermarket chain that aims to oﬀer customers a wide range of basic home &
personal products under one roof at competitive prices with an Objective of oﬀering customers
good products at great value.

Research
Observations
Knowing the fact that everyday on an average, 45% people visit DMart with their family & friends for
shopping personal & home essential products, I decided to visit DMart store to ﬁnd out overall
Customer Experience (CX).

Interviews
On reaching some potential users & friends who regularly visit DMart, I decided to ask them few
questions in sequence to complete interview rounds:
1. How often do you visit DMart store?
2. Why do you come here?
3. What diﬃculties do you face while shopping
here?
4. Are you aware of DMart app? If yes, then how
often you shop online from an app?
5. What do you like/dislike about DMart?
6. How do you ﬁnd/navigate your Products?
7. How much time you spend in a que for
checkout?

Analysis
A graph below indicates the result obtained in percentage on the basis of interview questionnaire.
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Problem
Amidst 65th most valuable Indian ﬁrm, 33rd largest company listed on the Bombay Stock Exchange
with the market capitalization close to ₹114,000 crore, DMart missed the trick with their
E-commerce Presence & Web/Mobile App having a rating of 2.7 on Android platform & people are
still complaining down in the reviews section. After a thorough Research, Observation, Interview &
Analysis following pain points are observed
Customers don't want to stand in a queue for 15-20+ minutes to complete the Checkout
Process & some of them leave the cart just as it is without checkout due to lack of time.
Customers don't want to struggle & get lost while ﬁnding desired products.
Customers don't spend time on calculating the ﬁnal payable amount & cancel some items at
the counter on realising of heavy billing, which results in slowing down the checkout process &
longer queue.
Customers are not using DMart App or E-commerce Website due to Service-Delivery-Location
Issue, Product Limitations & Wrong Placement of Products.
Customers are highly concerned about Social Distancing Norms after Pandemic & are avoiding
crowded places.

Solution
To overcome with such problems, I found out best possible solution for DMart is to Redesign their
Complete UI along with Branding & Marketing Strategies to spread awareness about their new
version.
Improving E-Commerce part could have been beneﬁcial for DMart to make their operations
smoother than before & serve their customers more eﬃciently during the pandemic.
So, I decided to put on my UI/UX Designer Hat and dive in to have a look at the problems / challenges
faced by users and did a complete Redesign of the App to Improve it's End-User experience.

Workﬂow Analysis
After ﬁnding out the best possible solution & before redesiging low ﬁdelity wireframes, I prepared a
ﬂowchart diagram to help me understand overall Workﬂow process, Task Performance, User
Journey & ﬁnd out possible traversal paths between the diﬀerent sub tasks needed to achieve a
higher goal.

Task Flow
A task ﬂow diagram shows how users travel through the system templates while performing a
speciﬁc task.
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User Flow
A User ﬂow diagram shows how user travels & Interacts with an app to perform choice of tasks as
per his/her need & convenience which varies from user to user

Scenarios

1

Om is corporate profesional & his wife Ahana is into real estate, who hardly ﬁnds time from
their busy schedule for shopping together at supermart. Both of them have a habit of
checking out home essential products as per their convenience & adding them to their
wishlist in order to buy them on a holiday as per mutual suggestions.

2

Jay is an engineering student who lives away from his parents in a diﬀerent city as a paying
guest. Currently he is on his pocket money which he receives in adequate amount from his
parents on a monthly basis. He has to set his budget accordingly to fulﬁll his needs & desire.
He prefers shopping online for his daily needs by adding products to the shopping cart &
comparing their prices on other similar platforms. He completes the checkout process on
ﬁnding a better deal as per his conevenience.

2

Radhika is a single mom & a freelance graphic designer both of whom loves to go on a ride for
some fresh air along with shopping at supermart on their wayback. She likes checking out new
products in person & choose the best among them for a monthly need at once. She is highly
concerned about both of their health & wellbeing because of which she doesn't prefer
standing in que like everyone does for the checkout process during pandemic to support
social distancing norms. Hence she always use her mobile phone to scan & add products to
the cart using supermart app & does the self checkout by making wireless payment.
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Brand Logo
A Brand New Identity to Indicate Major Changes.
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Startup
Welcome , Login, Sign up & OTP Screen with Branding & Better Interactive Design.
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Home Screen
Fresh Home Screen Design with Floating Product Scanner & Fixed Footer for Easy Navigation.

Home
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Product Scanner
Now, no need to stand in Queue for checkout process. Our Built-in Product Scanner is smart
enough to Detect any dmart product & let you add the product to your cart for Easy & Self
Checkout!

Scanner
Detect & Navigate (Oﬄine & Online)
Once you scan the Barcode Sticker on the product, it detects quickly & navigates you to the actual
product page for more info & allows you to add the product instantly to your cart with desired
quantity.
Product page has 3 other add-ons - The Actual Position of Product at Selected dmart store in case if you want to check it physically.
- To add the Product to your Wish List if you want to buy it later on
- Share Product Link Option
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Menu Hamburger
Menu Hamburger is now more optional with necessary shortcut features to navigate quickly to
another page & badge on New Features.
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Product Category
Category page has an advanced design with dropdown option to quickly take a look at
subcategories for faster shopping experience & listing of almost all possible products.
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Shopping Cart
New Shopping Cart design with detailed billing, Choice of Delivery Type along with preferred
Delivery Location all at single tap.
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Cart

Checkout
Checkout page is more enhanced with maximum payment options.
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My Account
My Account has now more personalised & realistic interface with wsihlist & dmart pay wallet
feature.
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Mockups
After ﬁnding out the best possible solution & before redesiging low ﬁdelity wireframes, I prepared a
ﬂowchart diagram to help me understand overall Workﬂow process, Task Performance, User
Journey & ﬁnd out possible traversal paths between the diﬀerent sub tasks needed to achieve a
higher goal.
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Conclusion
I stongly recommend dmart to redesign their Web/Mobile App with all the possibilities mentioned
above to give their customers smooth shopping experience.

Thanks for your time.

